Kid's Games
Fun Times While Learning for Kids of ALL ages.

Algodoo
Designed to encourage young people’s own
creativity, ability and motivation to construct
knowledge. Build your own worlds using rigid
bodies, fluids, chains, gears, springs, hinges, motors,
lasers and optics. Interact with a large community
and explore more than 30.000 amazing user created
scenes.

Amju Pet Zoo

Create a zoo full of cute friendly animals! Protect
them or feed them to the dinosaurs! Collect hearts
to unlock new areas and pick up cool stuff! Go to the
Pet Zoo Shop to buy extra things for your zoo!
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Animals Coloring Book

A wonderful product aimed at children of just about
any age, allowing them to express their artistic
nature in an educational and constructive manner. It
allows you to mix colors and paints and create some
delightful sceneries. It is a rather unique product,
and something which can keep small children
occupied for many hours.

Arcade Math Blocks
Set-up and solve equations while searching for
treasures and avoiding bad guys. There are many
options for math and arcade difficulty. This maths
game puts you in charge of seeing how numbers
relate to one another. You choose which operator to
use, you choose which numbers to select, and you
solve the equation. Customize the maths difficulty
level with whole number, fraction, or decimal maths,
using the operators you choose: addition,
subtraction, multiplication, division, or all four. Earn
bonus points for speed.

Arcade Typing Tutor
This colorful program is the most entertaining way
to learn how to type on your Mac. The constant
action on the screen keeps your eyes from peeking
at the keyboard (you will have no choice if you want
to survive!) and the library of the 1000 most
commonly typed English words familiarizes your
fingers with the words that you will type most often
every day. Perfect for kids and their parents alike.

Awesome Hangman
A good old brain-teaser - fun for all the family.
Smart, clear graphics makes it a joy to play.
Addictive, non-violent fun. Suitable for all ages, with
a short list of words for children, and a huge list of
words for adults. Specialist lists of words covering
topics from Astronomy to Welsh towns and cities.

Bob the Builder: Can-Do Carnival
The Carnival’s in town! Or is it? The Carnival train just
passed by, taking all the rides and fun with it! Get
together with your children, grandchildren, nieces, or
nephews to help Bob and the Can-Do Crew build an
amazing Carnival through exciting and educational
activities, sticker bonuses and a build-it-yourself
sticker book mode! Can we build it? Yes we can!
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Bongo Boogie

Doulber Gold

From the comfort of the jungle you call home,
interact with crazy monkeys and quirky coconuts in
this addictive brick wall game set in 5 different
worlds. Figure out funky symbols granting you the
explosive “G-Blast,” an “Extra Life” or taking you to the
“Next Level” automatically and much, much more.
Discover shrinking play space, gravity issues, the
concepts of “bigger is better” and the need for
speed.

Make your way through caves, volcanos, tropical
jungles, a circus, an ice world and a space station - to
collect a certain amount of diamonds within a
specified amount of time while avoiding monsters,
bats and other elements. Also, there’s a puzzle
element with a twist – They look like other regular
levels and can be played like them, but the player is
expected to demystify the puzzle without any
instructions.

Boonka

Dylo’s Adventure

When a beautiful and distant land is overrun, the
peace that had prevailed for ages is shattered. Now,
to restore this once idyllic land to its former glory,
you`ll need to subdivide into various little nature
spirits called Boonkas and work to heal the flora and
trees destroyed by the dark and powerful Skours.

A cool dino called Dylo gets involved into the risky
adventure of saving his prehistoric homeland from
outer space invaders. Help him to take down the evil
martians and their twisted plans!

Iceblast!

Bullfrog
Bugs have invaded your home. Buzzing, flapping,
and biting; bugs now plague every corner of your
world and irritate you at every turn. It’s a good thing
you’re a very hungry bullfrog. Eat all those pesky
bugs to return peace and quiet to your lovely home.
But, you must eat all those bugs before time runs
out or your home will be forever theirs.

Diego Dinosaur Rescue
Join Diego, his sister Alicia, and Baby Jaguar on an
amazing journey to the land of dinosaurs. Poor Maia
the Maiasaura is lost and doesn’t know her way back
home. Become a dinosaur scientist and help Diego
and his friends reunite her with her family by playing
a wonderful assortment of fun mini-games.

The world has gone crazy—ice crystals have popped
out of nowhere and you have to save the world.
Skye, Luna and Sun, your trusty specialists, follow
you as you get to the bottom of this radical climate
change. Lead and equip your team with new
weapons to destroy the ice crystals and train them
to be master destroyers at the dojo. Hurry up, the
fate of the world rests with you!

Jigsaw Deluxe

Just like any other puzzle game, it possesses one
essential feature which is the main reason why
people play such games. There is a beautiful picture
broken into many different pieces. However, besides
a classical mode of gathering a picture, the game
has a new arcade mode, when the pieces of picture
are floating around the playing field and a player
should manage to put them together in order to
create a picture.
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Ladybugs

Math-teroid: Multiplication

Bugs have never been so cute and cuddly…and
colorful! This game for small children will keep your
little ones racing against other ladybugs, wandering
around garden mazes and helping ladybugs find
their homes. These are challenging yet extremely fun
activities to stimulate your child’s thinking and color
recognition skills, and at the same time, kids will
simply having a good time.

Gravitational anomalies have caused asteroids to be
attracted to the space station. It’s your responsibility
to keep the station safe as long as possible. Click on
an asteroid to get it’s incoming coordinates. Solve for
the coordinates using multiplication of division to
destroy the asteroid. Includes control over what
numbers you practice, 4 different power-up
asteroids, increasing difficulty as play progresses, and
a printable report at the end of the game.

Little Hoppers Math Tac Toe
Helps students practice their addition, subtraction,
and multiplication skills in a fun and friendly
environment. Play against the computer or play head
to head with a friend, parent, or tutor. Three maths
modes and two skill levels means that students can
find a game that fits their skill level whether they are
in kindergarten, eighth grade, or anywhere inbetween.

Also check out the “Kid’s Time” CD

Entertainment and Learning for Kids of All ages

Little Hoppers Sight Words Game
Beginning readers will have fun practicing
identifying 100 easy to learn sight words in a wild
west themed environment. Learning these 100
common sight words will put your student on the
fast track in learning to read. Program includes two
skill levels, fun colorful graphics, digital speech, and
lively background music.

Multiflyer

Helps anyone trying to learn or brush up on their
multiplication skills. as they work their way through
the solar system, saving outposts on planets and
space stations from gravitational anomalies. The
game includes 11 levels; Real information about the
Moon, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, Pluto; 3
space stations; Cool spaceship and space station
graphics and sound effects; A multiplication grid for
help in earlier levels; Correct answer feedback when
a problem is answered incorrectly; A practice mode
where you can choose your multiples (1-12);A points
system that rewards for good memorization of facts;
A comprehensive printable report outlining how the
user did on their multiplication problems

Little Hoppers Treasure Hunt

A fun introduction to graphing and the Cartesian
coordinate system. Learn to read and identify points
on a graph using the Cartesian coordinate system
while searching the ocean for treasure and surprises.
Sharks, starfish, gold coins, and more await. Ideal for
students new to graphing in grades 2-5.

LuaLua

Pack of six games for kids ages three to seven.
Designed for easy play using a “win win” concept, it
includes cute and cuddly animals that playfully invite
your kids to take part in six fun-filled games: “Soopa
Koopa,” a puzzle; “Thinky Thinky,” a memory game;
“Catch-a-Match,” a matching pairs game; “La La
Land,” a musical phrase game, “Pig-Tac-Dog” a tic-tactoe game, and “Taquin” a puzzle game.

Neko Type-R

You must use your elite typing skills to race your cats
to the finish line before the computer’s team does
the same.
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Nessy GamesPlayer

Tommy and the Magical Words

Journey to the distant mountains of Ness, hatch the
mystery egg and grow your own pet monster. As
Nessy grows you are led through a series of
motivating computer games that follow a structured
reading and spelling programme devised by
specialist teachers.

A word game, but not like any you’ve played before,
with amazing art and an engaging story that kids
and adults will both enjoy. Spell words to create
paths that help Tommy make his way through
swamps, across ice, and across valleys in his quest to
escape from his uncle’s magic book, saving his pets
along the way.

Nessy Tales
Narrated by comedian Bill Bailey, follow Muggins, Jim
and Nan in their comical adventures! These
interactive books can act as a vital bridge between
listening and reading. The animations provide visual
entertainment and motivation. Nessy Tales are
structured with a limited vocabulary, while retaining
a vivid storyline. The careful choice of graded words
provides vital reading practice at the beginning
stages of reading but the story content is suitable for
a slightly older age group who may have fallen
behind. Reading ability 5-7 years (key stage 1), age
appropriate content up to 12 years (key stage 2).
Nessy Tales are particularly suitable for reluctant
readers or those with special educational needs.

Ozzy Bubbles
A fantasy adventure in the underwater kingdom
where your objective is to save the inhabitants from
the danger of monsters. 12 types of monsters, 4
bosses, 40 game levels, 17 various bonuses and a
classic arcade gameplay make your adventures
thrilling and unforgettable. The superb graphics,
fantastic visual effects, soundtrack and music
complete the story line perfectly!

Smart Educational Games
A pack of games that helps you learn world
Geography (States, Counties, Capital Cities), improves
your memory, your mental awareness and your
calculating speed. Specially designed for both
Grown-ups and Kids to help improve your
Geography; Memory; Mental Awareness; and
Calculating Speed

The Snowmen and the Crown

Free the Kingdom of the Snowmen from
enchantment by restoring their Lost Crown in this
non-violent 3D adventure game. An enchanted 3D
world of snow to explore with various items to
discover and collect, puzzles to unlock, a clock to
beat, snowballs to throw and a kingdom to save!

Bonus: KidZui 5.0

A free web browser and search engine designed
for kids with access to over 2.3 million kid-friendly
games, websites and videos. Real parents and
teachers approve content for KidZui so your kids
can surf independently. Kids build avatars to
express themselves online and earn points for
exploration and discovery. Parents receive weekly
emails and online reports to keep in-touch with
their kids’ online activities and searches.
What’s New in this Version

✓ New interactive homepage design
✓ Parents and kids now have the ability to share

and suggest content with one another
✓ Parents now have the ability to invite their
Facebook friends and start connecting all of
their kids through friendships on KidZui
✓ ZuiTube, videos for kids. The largest video
collection for kids anywhere. Over 60 thousand
parent and teacher approved videos that
continues to grow daily.
✓ ZuiGames, games for kids. Over 400 games for
kids, reviewed and categorized by parents and
teachers.

The applications supplied on this CD are supplied as is and we
make no representations regarding the applications nor any
information related thereto. Any questions, complaints or claims
regarding the applications must be directed to the appropriate
software vendor.
Various different license types apply. Some titles require further
payment direct to the application publisher to enable the full
feature sets and functions.

